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1 Introduction 
The Intel® Omni-Path Architecture is designed for excellent out-of-the-box 
performance. But in some situations, the best way to run benchmarks and applications 
has evolved compared to the earlier-generation of Intel® True Scale fabric products. 
This document describes BIOS settings and parameters that have been shown to 
improve performance, or make performance more consistent, on Intel® Omni-Path 
Architecture (OPA). If you are interested in benchmarking the performance of your 
system, these tips may help you obtain better performance. 

The traditional term for sending IP traffic over the InfiniBand* fabric is IP over IB or 
IPoIB. The Omni-Path fabric does not implement InfiniBand, instead this concept is 
known as IP over Fabric or IPoFabric. From the software point of view, it behaves the 
same way as IPoIB, and in fact uses an ib_ipoib driver and sends IP traffic over the 
ib0 and/or ib1 ports. 
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2 BIOS Settings 
Setting the system BIOS is an important step in configuring a cluster to provide the 
best mix of application performance and power efficiency. In the following, we specify 
settings that should maximize the Omni-Path Fabric and application performance. 
Optimally settings similar to these should be used during a cluster bring-up and 
validation phase to show that the fabric is performing as expected. For the long term, 
you may want to set the BIOS to provide more power savings, even though that will 
reduce overall application and fabric performance to some extent. 

2.1 Intel® Xeon® Processor E5 v3 Family 
The following are the performance-relevant BIOS settings on a server with Intel® 
Xeon® Processor E5 v3 Family CPUs (Haswell), recommended for all-around 
performance with an Omni-Path fabric: 

BIOS Setting Value 

CPU Power and Performance Policy Balanced Performance 

Workload Configuration Balanced 

Uncore Frequency Scaling Enabled 

Performance P-limit Enabled 

Enhanced Intel SpeedStep(R) Tech Enabled 

Intel Configurable TDP Disabled 

Intel(R) Turbo Boost Technology Enabled 

Energy Efficient Turbo Enabled 

CPU C-State Enabled 

C1E Autopromote Enabled 

Processor C3 Disabled 

Processor C6 Enabled 

Intel(R) Hyper-Threading Tech Disabled (for the most 
consistent performance; 
test with your apps. to 
see if a benefit) 

IOU Non-posted Prefetch Disabled (where 
available) 

Cluster-on-Die Disabled 

Early Snoop Disable 

MaxPayloadSize Auto or 256B 
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3 RHEL 7 Settings 
The following settings are recommended to enable consistent performance 
measurements on the RHEL 7 distributions supported with Intel® Omni-Path Fabric 
Host Software. 

3.1 Changing CPU Frequency on RHEL7 
The default Intel pstate driver in RHEL 7 can result in changing CPU frequencies and 
unpredictable performance. The following change will allow cpupower to be used to set 
a consistent and steady CPU clock rate on all CPU cores. 
1. Disable intel_pstate in the kernel command line: 

Edit /etc/default/grub by adding intel_pstate=disable to GRUB_CMDLINE_LINUX. 
For example: 

GRUB_CMDLINE_LINUX=vconsole.keymap=us console=tty0 
vconsole.font=latarcyrheb-sun16 crashkernel=auto 
console=ttyS0,115200 intel_pstate=disable 

2. Then, to apply the change: 
grub2-mkconfig -o /boot/grub2/grub.cfg 

3. Reboot 

When the system comes back up with intel_pstate disabled, the acpi_cpufreq driver 
is loaded. This allows CPU frequencies to be set using cpupower. 

3.2 Platform Settings 
Platform settings can have a significant impact on getting consistent results with the 
least variance. 

Schemes for power saving on CPUs can impact performance inversely. By reducing the 
CPU clock frequency based on sustained demand and thermal conditions, CPUs reduce 
power. However, this also reduces the performance. Because thermal conditions are 
not predictable, this can also result in run-to-run variation in CPU performance.  

To reduce run-to-run performance variations, Intel recommends that you pin the CPU 
clock frequency to a specific value, and that you use the Performance setting of the 
CPU power governor. 

For example, the following command will set the frequency of all cores to a value of 
2.6 GHz and Performance governor, when using the acpi-cpufreq driver. 

sudo cpupower –c all frequency-set –min 2.6GHz –max 2.6GHz –g Performance 

However, note that power savings will diminish and the heat dissipation will increase 
in the server chassis if the above scheme is used. 
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3.3 Avoid acpi_pad Consuming CPU Resources 
acpi_pad is a module ACPI Processor Aggregator Driver. It is supposed to handle high 
core count processor power management. Unfortunately, the driver can cause a 
system to run acpi_pad and consume 100% of each core. 

A simple workaround is to blacklist acpi_pad by adding the following line to 
/etc/modprobe.d/blacklist.conf: 

blacklist acpi_pad 

This will keep the acpi_pad driver from loading at boot time. 

If you need to remove acpi_pad without a reboot you can use: 
modprobe –r acpi_pad 

This removes the driver. However, note that the driver will restart upon a reboot. 
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4 MPI Benchmarks 
For best performance, run MPIs over the PSM2 library included with Intel® Omni-Path 
Fabric Host Software. For example, the MPI selector utility shows these MPIs as 
include with the IFS stack: 

$ mpi-selector --list 
mvapich2_gcc-2.x 
mvapich2_gcc_hfi-2.x 
mvapich2_intel_hfi-2.x 
mvapich2_pgi_hfi-2.x 
openmpi_gcc-1.x.y 
openmpi_gcc_hfi-1.x.y 
openmpi_intel_hfi-1.x.y 
openmpi_pgi_hfi-1.x.y 

The MPIs with ‘hfi’ in their name are built to use PSM2 by default.  

If you are running with Intel® MPI, use one of the following mpirun/mpiexec options to 
ensure use of the PSM2 library: 

• -PSM2 
• -genv I_MPI_FABRICS shm:tmi, or 
• -genv I_MPI_FABRICS tmi:tmi 

The first two options have the same effect, and both use the Intel® MPI library’s 
shared memory communications. The last one uses PSM2 for shared memory within a 
node. In general, -PSM2 or shm:tmi performs the best overall, but this is application 
dependent. 
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4.1 Intel MPI Benchmarks (IMB) or OSU Micro 
Benchmarks (OMB)  
When running the MPI microbenchmarks with 1 process per node, and with any MPI, it 
is important to pin the benchmark process to a core on the socket that is local to the 
PCIe slot with the HFI.  For example, if the PCIe slot with the CHF adapter is 
connected to socket 1 (of 0 and 1) then one could use “taskset –c  N ./IPB-MPI1” to 
pin the executable to a core N on socket 1. 

For another example, when using Intel® MPI 5.1, or newer version, for running the 
OSU Micro Benchmarks or Intel® MPI Benchmarks with 1 MPI rank active per node, 
you need to pin the rank to the socket closest to the HFI for best performance. For the 
typical case where the HFI is connected by PCI to socket 0, setting (for a node with 24 
cores):   

-genv I_MPI_PROCESSOR_LIST 0-23 

will result in the best possible osu_latency or IMB-MPI1 Pingpong latency by running 
the first MPI rank on each node on CPU0 (or could be set to other core # on the first 
socket). This is needed because, when running 1 rank per node with version 5.1, 
Intel® MPI does not pin the rank to a particular core; this 1 PPN (processes per node) 
behavior is to enable better hybrid OpenMP/MPI performance when using many 
threads, and only one MPI rank per node. The above setting will also perform fine 
when running the multi-PPN cases of the OMB or IMB benchmarks. 

4.2 SPEC MPI2007 Benchmark 
SPEC MPI2007 can be run with any MPI, but the tunings here assume the use of Intel® 
MPI. 

For SPEC MPI base run tuning, to improve MPI start-up time, one of the Intel® MPI 
mpirun options should be: 

-genv I_MPI_HYDRA_PMI_CONNECT alltoall 
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5 System Settings for Verbs 
Performance 
The following settings can improve multi-process per node verbs and IPoIB 
performance and stability, and likely storage performance that use these protocols. 

5.1 irqbalance  
The purpose of irqbalance is distribute hardware interrupts across processors on a 
multiprocessor system in order to increase performance. Setting --hintpolicy to exact 
is needed to work with the Receive and SDMA interrupt algorithms in the HFI1 driver. 
The following is how to implement that setting: 

Add a line to the /etc/sysconfig/irqbalance file, such as the last line below: 
# IRQBALANCE_ARGS 

# append any args here to the irqbalance daemon, as documented in the man page: 
#IRQBALANCE_ARGS= 

IRQBALANCE_ARGS=--hintpolicy=exact 

The irqbalance service needs to be restarted after the HFI1 driver load: 
/bin/systemctl restart  irqbalance.service 

5.2 HFI1 Driver Module Parameters 
Appendix A provides a listing of the driver module parameters, with a brief 
explanation of each. A short script that will print the current value of each and how to 
set the parameters in a /etc/modprobe.d/hfi1.conf is also included. 

Currently, the default tunings for these parameters provide the best performance. 
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6 Verbs Benchmarks 
This section describes how to use the perftest suite of benchmarks to best measure 
RDMA/verbs performance on OPA. 

6.1 Perftest 
Perftest is an open source benchmark from OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution 
(OFED) for verbs performance. It is a set of microbenchmarks written over user-level 
verbs to measure latency and uni- and bi-directional bandwidth.  

6.2 RDMA Performance 
The best perftest to measure verbs Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) bandwidth 
performance is the ib_write_bw test, with the default connection type Reliable 
Connection (RC). Please refer to the available options by running ib_write_bw –h. 
The following discussion highlights optimizations for the ib_write_bw, but is 
applicable to other tests as well. 

MTU Size can have a significant impact on bandwidth performance. For larger 
message sizes, such as 1 MB, the greater the MTU size, the higher the resulting band 
width. However, for small message sizes, such as 8B, the larger MTU sizes are not 
optimal. Hence, the selection of the optimal MTU size is dependent on a particular mix 
of application message sizes. 

InfiniBand* supports MTU sizes of 256B, 512B, 1024B, 2048B, and 4096B only. OPA 
on the other hand can support MTU sizes up to 8192B (8KB) MTUs for verbs or PSM2 
traffic. Intel recommends you use the 8KB MTU for RDMA requests of 8KB or more.  

In order to select the 8KB MTU size in the ib_write_bw test: 
1. -R switch should be specified to connect Queue Pairs (QPs) with rdma_cm.  
2. Use the address for the server node’s ib0 port to specify the IPoIB interface. 
3. The switch must also be set to support 8KB MTUs. 

Before using the rdma_cm path for QPs, the ib_ipoib driver must be loaded. So the 
sequence of driver installations and execution of the ib_write_bw test is: 
1. sudo modprobe hfi1  
2. sudo modprobe ib_ipoib 
3. sudo ifup ib0 
4. ib_write_bw –F –R –s 1048576       // on server node 

5. ib_write_bw –F –R –s 1048576 <server’s IPoIB address> // on client 
node 

Note: -F is used to prevent the test from failing when the cpufreq_ondemand module or 
acpi-cpufreq driver is used. 
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7 IPoFabric Benchmarks 
The traditional term for sending IP traffic over the InfiniBand* fabric is IP over IB or 
IPoIB. The Intel®Omni-Path fabric does not implement InfiniBand*; instead, this 
concept is known as IP over Fabric or IPoFabric. From the software point of view, it 
behaves the same way as IPoIB, and in fact uses an ib_ipoib driver and sends IP 
traffic over the ib0 and/or ib1 ports. Thus, we will primarily refer to this traffic as 
IPoFabric, but will contunue to use the terms ib_ipoib and the ib0/ib1 ports, and 
measure performance with traditional IP oritented benchmarks such as qperf and 
iperf. For IPoFabric bandwidth benchmarks, a prerequisite for good performance is 
having 8KB MTU enabled on the fabric. To enable the 8K MTU, one only needs to have 
IPoIB configured for Connected Mode. Currently, the best way to accomplish this is as 
follows: 

modprobe ib_ipoib 

ifup ib0 

echo connected > /sys/class/net/ib0/mode 

echo 65520 > /sys/class/net/ib0/mtu 

The above commands may not be needed if you have the OFED IPoIB driver (a.k.a. 
ib_ipoib driver) configured to autostart, and settings in your  
/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ib0 file, such as: 

ONBOOT=yes 

NM_CONTROLLED=no 

MTU=65520 

CONNECTED_MODE=yes 

7.1 qperf 
qperf is a benchmark that is included in IFS or OFED. It is designed to be run on a pair 
of nodes. You arbitrarily designate one node to be the server and the other to be the 
client. 

Run a ping test to ensure that ib_ipoib is running. If you are concerned about 
performance, a quick and useful pretest is to run qperf on both the server and the 
client node. 

qperf <server ipoib addr> -m 1M –ca 6  tcp_bw 

In the above command line: 

<server ipoib addr> IP address of the ib0 port of the server node. 

-ca 6 Can be considered a tuning that will pin both the server and client 
side qperf process to core 6, which is typically on the first socket. 
You do not want to specify core 0 or other lower number cores 
where OS or driver interrupts will interfere with the benchmark. 

-m Specifies a message size. In the example above, 1M specifies a 1 
megabyte message size. 
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To stop testing, type <Ctrl+C> on the server side to kill the server’s qperf process. On 
nodes with Xeon E5-2600 v3 CPUs, the OPA IPoIB throughput performance should be 
greater than 3.9 GB/s, if Connected Mode is in effect, and if 8KB MTU is set on your 
fabric links. 

7.2 iperf 
iperf is a tool for active measurements of the maximum achievable bandwidth on 
networks that carry IP traffic. It supports tuning of various parameters related to 
timing, protocols, and buffers. For each test, iperf reports the bandwidth, loss, and 
other parameters.  

The following set of iperf command lines have been found to improved OPA’s IPoIB 
throughput: 

server: iperf3 -s -1 -f G -A $core 

client: iperf3 -c  $ipoib -f G -t 12 -O 2  -w 2M --len  1M -A $core 

In the above command lines: 

-A $core Similar to -ca with qperf. This sets cpu affinity to core $core (e.g. 4 is 
typically a good value) 

--len Indicates the message size in bytes, in this case 1 M 

-t 12 -O 2 Runs the test for 12 seconds, but omit the first 2 seconds when calculating 
the bandwidth result at the bottom of the output. This typically improves 
performance and makes performance results more stable 

-f G Indicates the output bandwidth should be in GB (gigabyte) units. 

$ipoib IPoIB address of the server 

Note: iperf3, the current version of iperf, is a new implementation from scratch, with the 
goal of a smaller, simpler code base, and a library version of the functionality that can 
be used in other programs. The latest version of iperf is available for download at 
http://software.es.net/iperf/. 

http://software.es.net/iperf/
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Appendix A  Driver Module 
Parameters 

This section describes 1) the list of HFI1 driver module parameters, 2) how to set 
them, and 3) how to activate the changes. At this point, default settings for these 
parameters achieve the best performance. 

A.1 Listing the Driver Parameters 
To get a listing and brief description of the HFI1 driver module parameters: 

$ modinfo hfi1 

filename:       /lib/modules/3.10.0-
123.el7.x86_64/updates/drivers/infiniband/hw/hfi1/hfi1.ko 
version:        0.9-253 
description:    Intel Omni-Path Architecture driver 
license:        Dual BSD/GPL 
srcversion:     D69C7F2BC00F849358EBA44 
alias:          pci:v00008086d000024F1sv*sd*bc*sc*i* 
alias:          pci:v00008086d000024F0sv*sd*bc*sc*i* 
depends:        ib_core,compat,ib_mad 
vermagic:       3.10.0-123.el7.x86_64 SMP mod_unload modversions 
parm:           lkey_table_size:LKEY table size in bits (2^n, 1 <= n 
<= 23) (uint) 
parm:           max_pds:Maximum number of protection domains to 
support (uint) 
parm:           max_ahs:Maximum number of address handles to support 
(uint) 
parm:           max_cqes:Maximum number of completion queue entries 
to support (uint) 
parm:           max_cqs:Maximum number of completion queues to 
support (uint) 
parm:           max_qp_wrs:Maximum number of QP WRs to support (uint) 
parm:           max_qps:Maximum number of QPs to support (uint) 
parm:           max_sges:Maximum number of SGEs to support (uint) 
parm:           max_mcast_grps:Maximum number of multicast groups to 
support (uint) 
parm:           max_mcast_qp_attached:Maximum number of attached QPs 
to support (uint) 
parm:           
 max_srqs:Maximum number of SRQs to support (uint) 
parm:           max_srq_sges:Maximum number of SRQ SGEs to support 
(uint) 
parm:           max_srq_wrs:Maximum number of SRQ WRs support (uint) 
parm:           sdma_comp_size:Size of User SDMA completion ring. 
Default: 128 (uint) 
parm:           sdma_descq_cnt:Number of SDMA descq entries (uint) 
parm:           sdma_idle_cnt:sdma interrupt idle delay (ns,default 
250) (uint) 
parm:           num_sdma:Set max number SDMA engines to use (uint) 
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parm:           qp_table_size:QP table size (uint) 
parm:           pcie_caps:Max PCIe tuning: Payload (0..3), ReadReq 
(4..7) (int) 
parm:           pcie_target:PCIe target speed (0 skip, 1-3 Gen1-3) 
(uint) 
parm:           pcie_force:Force driver to do a PCIe firmware 
download even if already at target speed (uint) 
parm:           pcie_retry:Driver will try this many times to reach 
requested speed (uint) 
parm:           pcie_pset:PCIe Eq Pset value to use, range is 0-10 
(uint) 
parm:           num_rcv_contexts:Set max number of user receive 
contexts to use (uint) 
parm:           krcvqs:Array of the number of kernel receive queues 
by VL (array of byte) 
parm:           rcvarr_split:Percent of context's RcvArray entries 
used for Eager buffers (uint) 
parm:           eager_buffer_size:Size of the eager buffers, default: 
2MB (uint) 
parm:           rcvhdrcnt:Receive header queue count (default 2048) 
(uint) 
parm:           hdrq_entsize:Size of header queue entries: 2 - 8B, 16 
- 64B (default), 32 - 128B (uint) 
parm:           user_credit_return_threshold:uint 
parm:           user_credit_return_theshold:Credit return threshold 
for user send contexts, return when unreturned credits passes this 
many blocks (in percent of allocated blocks, 0 is off) 
parm:           max_mtu:Set max MTU bytes, default is 8192 (uint) 
parm:           cu:Credit return units (uint) 
parm:           cap_mask:Bit mask of enabled/disabled HW features 
parm:           kdeth_qp:Set the KDETH queue pair prefix (uint) 
parm:           num_vls:Set number of Virtual Lanes to use (1-8) 
(uint) 
parm:           rcv_intr_timeout:Receive interrupt mitigation timeout 
in ns (uint) 
parm:           rcv_intr_count:Receive interrupt mitigation count 
(uint) 
parm:           link_crc_mask:CRCs to use on the link (ushort) 
parm:           loopback:Put into loopback mode (1 = serdes, 3 = 
external cable (uint) 

A.2 Current Values of Module Parameters 
To list the current values for the module parameters, you can run the following script: 

$ for x in /sys/module/hfi1/parameters/*; do echo $(basename $x) 
$(cat $x); done 

cap_mask 0x4c09a01cb9a 
cu 1 
eager_buffer_size 2097152 
hdrq_entsize 32 
kdeth_qp 128 
krcvqs 
link_crc_mask 3 
lkey_table_size 16 
loopback 0 
max_ahs 65535 
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max_cqes 196607 
max_cqs 131071 
max_mcast_grps 16384 
max_mcast_qp_attached 16 
max_mtu 8192 
max_pds 65535 
max_qps 16384 
max_qp_wrs 16383 
max_sges 96 
max_srqs 1024 
max_srq_sges 128 
max_srq_wrs 131071 
num_rcv_contexts 0 
num_sdma 0 
num_vls 8 
pcie_caps 0 
pcie_force 0 
pcie_pset 2 
pcie_retry 5 
pcie_target 3 
qp_table_size 256 
rcvarr_split 25 
rcvhdrcnt 2048 
rcv_intr_count 16 
rcv_intr_timeout 840 
sdma_comp_size 128 
sdma_descq_cnt 1024 
sdma_idle_cnt 250 
user_credit_return_threshold 33 

A.3 Setting HFI1 Driver Parameters 
To set HFI1 driver module parameters, edit the file  

$ cat /etc/modprobe.d/hfi1.conf 

options hfi1 max_mtu=8192 hfi1 num_vls=8 krcvqs=4 

And then restart the driver by rebooting the system. 

In this case the max_mtu and num_vls are set at their default values (hence these 
settings have no effect) and the krcvqs=4 setting is a change from the default of 2, 
for the first VL. To set a value of 3 for all 8 VLs, the krcvqs line would look like: 

options hfi1 krcvqs=3,3,3,3,3,3,3 
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